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ABSTRACT
The prompl gam.rna-radia[ion from the interaction of fasI neutrons with aluminum and
lead was measured Ming tie white neutron beam of the WNR

faclliry at the Los Alamos

Na[lonal Latmra[ory. The samples (Al and iw[opically etiched 207Pb and 20sPb) were
The
positiomxl at aboul 20 m or 4 I m distance from Ihe neutron production target
speclra of the emitted gamma-rays were measured witi a high-resolution HPGe detector.
The mcldem neuwon energy was deterrmned by tie tune-of-flight
fluence was measured wih a U fission chamber.

method and tie neutron

From d~e aluminum gamma-ray Specwa

escilatlon functmns for prominent garnrna-tmmhons

m various residual nuclel

(In

lhe

for neulron energies from 3 MeV to 400 MeV.
For
lead (n,xny) reactions were studieu for neutron energies up 10 200 MeV by anafyzing
range from O 10 Al) were derived
prommen[

~amma-trmsitions

expenmemal
GNASH

in

tie

residual

nuclei

2w’202’204”2M’207208Pb

results were campnred wilh nuclear model calculations

The
using the code

A good overall agreernem was obmined withoul special parasneler adjus[men[s.

1. Introduction

Until now, almost no data existed for cross sections of neutron induced reactions for
the formation of specific residual nuclei for neutron energies above 30 MeV. This is
mostly due to the fact that the standard method for this purpose, the activation methcd,
requires monoenergetic neutron sources which do not exist in this energy range One way
to study specific reaction channels at higher energies is to use a pulsed white neutron
beam and to measure the prompt y-radiation emitted in neutron-induced reactions using a
high-resolution Ge-detecto’ The neutron energy is determined by time-of-flight (TOF)
and the residual nuclei are identified by the characteristic gamma energies for transitions
between low-lying levels. With the availability of the weapons neutron research (WNR)
faclli[yl it IS possible to extend such measurements to much higher energies (several
hundred MeV) than made previously at electron Iinear accelerators2J.
“Prt’sen:ddres.s. IAwrrnce Livermure ,Nutiottal I&borutoty, I.ivermnre, ( ‘.4 9JSS 1, I‘ .Y,4

b general, neutron-induced reactions leave the residual nucleus in a highly excited
state which subsequently decays wa a y cascade to the ground state @) in typically 3 to 4

steps. The initial intensity distribution over P ve~ large number of highly excited levels
is collected in the first few excited levels which then decay to the ground state. Because
residual nuclei are mostly formed with reiabvely high angular momak,
direct transitions
to the 0+ ground states of even-even nuclei are strongly inhibited In even-even nuclei,
ofien more than 90°/0 of they cascades proceed to the ground state via the first 2+ levels.
Thus the high-resolution measurement of prompt y production allows the identification of
specific residual nuclei by the characteristic y energies for transitions between low-lying
levels, and the determination of effective cross sections for populating these levels. For
even-even residual nuclei, we get approximate y the total production cross section by
measuring the first 2+-+ gs y-ray transition. The partial cross sections not included in this
measurement result from those y rays in the cascade that bypass the fimt 2+ excited state,
and those reactions that leave the residual nucleus dired y in the ground state.
This techniq” Ie can also be used when the residua! nucleus is not even-even. In this
case ttte partial production cross sections are obtained from the production cross sections
for a given y-ray transition, and the total production cross section must be deduced
through nuclear model calculations. The partial cross section itself is of interest because
it indicates the population of an individual state in the same sense as the prwluction of
isomenc states. Here, however, the states have short ha]f-lives, whereas the less
numerous isomeric states have long half-lives.
A a part of the program for white neutron source (n,xy) measurements at the WNR
facility gamma production cross sections for Al and z07@sPb were investigated. Al is
monoisotopic and thus well suited for testing of model calculations and it is also of
considerable interest fol applications. In additicn there exists a gcmd data base for
proton-induced reactions allowing detailed comparisons between the results of protonand neutron-induced reactions.
The main purpose of the lead experiment was to test present nuclear reaction models
originally developed for lower energies for neutron energies up to ~ = 200 MeV,
zOT~OgPb
samples were selected for this studies because a large amount of data already
exists to restrict the parameter space for the nuclear model calculations, In addition, in
the z08Pb region there are ve~ large shell effects in the nuclear level density, and it is
thus possible to study the dependence of these shel~ effects on excitation energy with high
sensitivity. Finally, there exists very good spectroscopic information on the discrete
levels and y-branching ratios for all lead isotopes reached by (n,xn) reactions up to x = 9
(~mPb),
2. Experiment
The experiments were performed at t!~e30° Ietl flight path of the WNR facility The
general features of the 30° left Ge spectrometer setup tind of tl~ebeam pulsestructureare
describedin Ref. 4.
Aluminum samples were irradiated at distances of 20,06 m and 41.48 m from the
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neutron production target. The samples were 2 mm and 6 mm thick Al plates for the 20sample
m and the 4 l-m setup, respectively. For the lead experimcilt only the 41.48-m
position was used. The enriched 20Wb sample (92.78

YO

207Pb) had a mass of 85.64 g and

consisted of three irregular shaped oval plates mounted together for a total thickness of
0.69 mm. The zOsPb sample (99.56’Yo208Pb) consisted of a flat plate with a mass of

116.3 & 1.6 mm thiclq in an oval shape approximately 9.1 cm tide

and 6.6 cm high. In

order to measure the contribution to the crosssectionsfrom seccmdaq particle production
and multiple reactions, the sample was subsequently rolled out to a thickness of 0.6 mm

and cut into two pieces. Data were then taken with a single thin plate and also with the
thin plates mounted together. The samples were mounted on a thin plastic frame and
oriented at 45° with respect to the beam to reduce the attenuation of the y-rays in the
sample for detectors positioned at 90° and 125°.
Two high-purity coaxial Gedetectors were used in each experimmt. The detectors
had active volumes of approx.imatel y 70 cm3 and 140 cm3 for the 90° and the 125°
detectors, respectively. The collimators were steel tubes filled with tungsten powder,
because the usual lead shielding emits the same y rays as the isotopic lead targeu wfien
excited by scatteredneutrons.
The detectors were positioned about 40.0 cm from the sample cerder at 90° and about

27 cm from the sample at 125°. The detector and collimator assemb! ies were positioned
side by side to take advantage of the better shadow shielding on one side cf the beam
The sample-t-detector distance was chosen to maximize the count r?tie while keeping the
effects of pileup at a reasonable level for the 125° detector. The detector position of 125°
was chosen because the value of the P2 Iegendre polynomial function is zer~ at that angle.
The usual expansion of they-rays angular distribution is
Ao(I + a2P~(ms9) + adP4(cos8) + m.),
Provided a~ is small, the angle integrated cross section can be approximated as 4~ times
the memured cress section at 9 = 125°. Data from the 90° detector were not used in
the analysis. The detector efficiencies (including the solid angle) were measured by
placing calibrated SGCO,60C0, 88Y, 137cs, and 152Eu sources at the sample center
pos[tion.
The neutron flux was measured with a
The design of the
fission chamber
Pb
Cdhmatm
Samm
FTfission chamber is described in Ref. 5.
—----”-”+--”-”+
Naulfm
The fission chamber was centered on the
beam at distances of 19.30 m and 37.30
m from the production target for the 20-m
and 41-m sample positions, respectively,
The chamber contained a ZS8[Ifission foil
q---!Om
4! m Fltghl Pm
and for the z07Pb mn also a zl~U fission
- “i
‘4
foil, A schematic diagram of the flight
path collimation and shielding for the Pb
Flgurc 1. ExpcnmtWal
scmp
sample position is shown in Fig. 1.
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Data were squired using standard electronics, a CAMAC
crate and a VAXstaticm
computer. The XSYS data acquisition and analysis computer program6 was used. Data
from the Ge detectom as well as from the fission chambers were stored in event mode on
disk and sorted into lD and 2D (neutron TOF vemus pulse height) spectra. TIM time
resolution of the 125° detector, determined from the “y-ray flash” from the neutron
production target varied from 10 ns till width at half maximum (FWHM) for ~ =
zoo kev to 5 ns FWHM foi ~ = 3 MeV. The y-ray energy resolution obtained during the

experiments was 2.8 kev FW-IM at a y-ray energy of 803 keV. The y-ray energy
resolution was limited in part by the selection of a 1 w pulse shaping time cons:ant whch
allowed high ant rates without extxss l.vepileup.
Data were taken with the samples removed for background determination. Such
measuremen~, however, do not auount for background y rays produced by neutrons
which are scattered from the sample into the collimators and detectors. To get an
estimate of this background, a measurement was performed with a 0.5 mm thick tantalum
plate at the sample position. The background spectra did not show any y-ray lines
overlapping in energy with they rays of interest.
To determine the absolute normalization of the cross sections, an experiment was
perfo[med at the !nstitute of Physics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislav~
Slovakia in which data were acquired at ~ = 14.7 MeV$.
3. Data Reduction
3.1. General Prucedwe
The neutron energy range between 3 and 400 MeV for the Al measurement and
between 3 mld 200 MeV for the lead measaremeng respectively, was divided into energy
groups with increasing widths (0.25 to 50 MeV) according to the neutron energy resolution of the experiment.
The neutron fluence for each energy group was determined ‘rem the ~o-dimensional
(neutron TOF vemus fission Pi-f) fission chamber spectras, Phot~fission events induced
by y rays emitted from the neutror “production target were used as a time reference to
signal the arrival of the proton beam pulse at the neutron production target, The time
scale was c~librated by a time calibrator with a quartz oscillator Alpha panicles and fission fragments were distinguished by their pulse heights. A time-uncorrelated randam
background present in the TOF spectra was subtracted prior to so~ing the fission events
into neutron energy groups. The neutron fluence for each group was calculated using the
cross sections for the ‘35U(n,f) and ‘3aU(n,f) reactions given by Lisowski ef al g
Two-dimensional spectra, neutron TOF versus y pulse-height, were recorded for the
Ge detector. The “y flash” from the neutron-production target was used as a time reference. For each neutron energy grcup a one-dimensional y pulse-height spectrum was derived from the twedimensional spectrum. Figures 2 and 3 show examples of y spectra
from the Al and the ~~8Pbsfimple.
The number of counts in the y-peak areas was obtaiiled by adding the channel con-
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tents within the peak and subtracting a smooth background.
The background under a
peak was obtained from polynomials fitted to suitable background regions on both sides

of the peak.

A linear background was used for all y-lines with the exception of the
transition in 107Pb, where the background ~muld be fitted better by a quadratic

569.7-keV
polynomial.
&

Jle choice of the peak limits and the background regiou is somewhat subjective,

an addwional uncertainty component was
added quadratically
to the statistical
An estimate of this
uncertainties.
unce~~nty
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The y-ray trar.sitions analyzed in this work are listed in Tables
569.7-keV

and 897.8-keV

8W. l-keV

transition from the ‘0’Pb(n,4ny)

I and D.

The

transitions from the ZoWb(n,n’y) reaction (and the not resolved
reaction) were not analyzed because low

neutrons from the preceding micropulse (frame overlap) gave significant
contributions to the m=urecl y production cross sections. Due to the high excitation
energy (26 ! 4.6 kev of the first excited level of ~~*Pb, the frame-overlap problem did not
energy

occur in studying the 208Pb(n, n’y) reaction.
From the @

areas, the neutron fluence, and the y detector efficiency, relative

excitation fimctions were den WI for each y transition analyzed. The differential cross
sections at 6= 125° were converted !O total y-production cross sections by multiplying
them by 4JC as discussed in %ction 2. Comcbon factors for the attenuation of the y rays
within the samples were calculated using photon absorption cross sections from Ref 10.
Multiply scattered neutrons can give significant additional contributions to the
measured cross sections at high incident neutron energies, especially for reJctions with
low thresholds. In the lead experiment this effect was estimated by coinpanng the y-peak
For the aluminum
intensities obtained with samples of different thickness.
measurements correction factors were titimated numerically using the results of nuclear
model calculations] 1 for neutron emission spectra and y production cross sections.
The correction was done for the (n,n’y) reactions, for the 27Al(n,py) and the
~07.~OgPb(n,2r.y)
reactions and could be neglected for all other reactions.
Because of uncertainty in our knowledge of the Ge detector dead time and the
absolute flux intercepted by the irregularly shaped samples, the relative cross sections
were normalized to data obtained in a separate measurement performed at the Institute of
Physics of the Slovak Academy of Sciences in Bratislava with an incident neutron energy
of 14,7 MeV’t8. Norrnallzation factors were derived from the cross sections of prominent
y-transitions in ~bMgarid ~06J~7J08Pb,respectively.
To estimate the final uncertainties of they production cross sections, all statistical and
systematic unceminty components were combined according to the rules of error
propagation.
3.2. Corrections for

*

Long-lived

Isomers itl Lead

‘ ‘ 1~2~JOTPb long-lived isomeric states (t I~ > 2 ns) exist.
h the residual nuclei ~~-”-~When isomers are present in the cascade, a pottion of they radiation from tie tint excited
level ~ gs is not emitted promptly. Such delayed transitions cannot be properly
correlated with the neutron energy because the measured TOF includes the decay delay.
Therefore correction procedures had to be applied to ensure that the derived cros~
sections relate only to the prompt emission ofy rays, The CIOSSsections associated with
the prompt part of the y cascade are the production cross sectior.s for the relevant
transitions minus the contributions from the long-lived isomers. According to the level
schemes and y-ray intensities’~ of ~[~J~~,z~,~07Pbthese contributions equal y-production
cross sections related to the decay of the lowest energy isomem. Therefore the prompt yproduction cross sections for the first excited state + gs transitions can be expressed as

di%erences of the production cross sections for two individual transitions m listed in the
last column of Table II. A similar expression can also be fbund fw ~zpb where the decay
of two isomers has to be considered.
AII of these measured partial cross sections (last column of Table B) are suitable
qumtities for direct comparison tith the results of model calculations. The influermz of
some weaker transitions in the decay of the isomers of z02Pb and z~Pb was neglected
because their effect is small compared to the uncertainties of this experiment and the
general accuracy of nuck.u model calculations.

A special case is the 2; + O; transition

in ~mPb ~ = 8991 keV), which was not resolved from the ~ = 897.8-keV (3/2)~ + gs
tramition in ~O~b.
The actual correction of the memured y-production cross sections for the delayed
contributions depended on the half-lives of the various isornem. If the lifetime of the
isomer is large compared to the duration of a macropulse (typically 800 w), most of the

delayed y rays (about 98?40) will bs emitted between the macropulses when the detector
electronics is gated off, and thus will not be counted.
For isomers with half-lives comparable to the duration of a macropulse, the delayed y
rays are observed in the m-ured spectra with a uniform distribution in time, and can be
subtracted as a constantbackground. The backgroundrate was determined from the data
below the reaction threshold. This method Wm used to correct for the contribution of the
~~()~~.kev 7- isomer (tl R = 125 MS) in ~06Pb.
For the isomers with haif-lives in the range from 40 ns to 300 ns, the delayed
contributions to the meawed 2 / - 0: @s) transitions were determined from the time
distributions of the decay of the corresponding isomer. To cmrect for ihe delayed parts of
the ?; -0:
transitions in ~~Pb, ~O~Pb,and ~~Pb, the 245. l-keV, 657.5-keV, and
374.7-keV lines, respectively, were analyzed. These y transitions are obsetved ~ith the
same delay time distributions and the same production cross sections as the parts of the
-)+ + ~; transitions that are fed via the long-lived isomers. In each time bin the
;;!ensities of these lines were subtracted from the corresponding 2{ -DO: intensities.
Due to the only 92.78°/0 ennchment of the ~O~b sample, the measured cross sections
had to be corrected for conuibut]ons from zOgPband ~~Pb present in the sample. These
corrections were made using the measured -‘OgPb(nxny) cross sections and the results of
model calculations perfoimed wth the code GNASH IJ for ~~Pb.
4. Results and Discussion

Our preliminary analysis of the data has resulted in the determination of 2 I excitation
functions of transitions between low-lying levels in 12 different residual nuclei for neutron energies from threshold to 400 MeV (see Table 1). Three excitation functions with
low, medium and high thresholds are shown in Figs, 4-6, together with the results of
other experiments 14’ls’t6(which exist in the energy range up to 14 MeV only) and the results of nuclear model calculations. The calculations were performed with the code

9

GNASH13

for a neutron energy range up

to 60 MeV. The axle GNASH describes
the precompound mechanism of nuclear
reactions by the exciton model, the cmrnpound nucleus decay by the Hauser-Feshbach f~rmalism, and allows the addition
of contributions

from

direct reactions.

Model parameters were not adjusted, but
were
kept at values typical of a large
number of analyses of a fiery
of data at
low energies in order to check the predictive power of this “standard parameter

set”.
,% is apparent from the figures, there
M good agreement between our measurements, the results reported in the literature and the calwlated cross sections.
‘his is also ttue for most of the excitation
finctions not shown in thts paper, especially for all strong transitions from the
first excited state to the ground state.
Somewhat larger devia~ons (in absolute
value,

,
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studied and a detailed discussion can be
found in Ref. 17. llree extensions in the

ap3n~)20Ne

GNASI{

are Obsemed for weaker transitions between excited levels of the investigated
residual nuclei, e.g., the 37 - 2: transition in ~bMg.
4.2. bad

27Al(n,3p5n7)20Ne
2=#l(n,

in shape) up to a factor of WO

Extensive calculations of the y-ray
production cross sections studied experimentally (see Table D) were performed
by means of the code GNASH. Three
excitations fimctions are given as examples in Figs. 7-9, results of all reactions

14+1

~

not

300

(MeV)

[t.ans

350

400
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modeling of preequilibnum reactions
were installed in GNASH to imprGve the
physics for calculations at higher energies. Until now it was assunled that after
the first preequilibnum particle is emit-

\

10

‘Pb(n.2n

T)

OX!. the remaining particle-hole states
proceed to equilibrium via a series of

So?pb

nucleon-nucleon collisions before decaying. We have mculified this assumption
to allow the pai%ck-hole states left after
primary preequilibrium emission to decay
by “multiple preequilibnum”
emission.
The second modeling improvement was

to calculate spin distributions for the residual states formed in preequiiibrium re-
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finally, we have incorporated the excita-
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tion-energy dependence of the Ignatyuk
level-density formulalg into the particlehole state densities used in the exciton
model cdcul ations. Cross-section calculations were performed with this a pr.’ori
“best choice” parameter set (see Ref. 17
for details). For the nuclear level densities, the Ignatyuk model was chosen instead of the simpler Gilbert-Cameron 19
and other Fermi-gas models. The energydependent level density parameter of the
Ignatyuk model accounts for the theoretically expected disappearance of shell effects in the nuclear level densities at
higher excitation energies. Within this
model the nuclear moment of inertia was
given the value of the fbll rigid body
moment of inertia
There is in general good agreement
between our experiments and the calculations with the s~andard parameter set,
There are, however , some discrepancies,
ranging from about 20°/0 to a factor of
two, which need to be discussed in some
detail.
There is some Indication that for
high-threshold reactions, (see, e.g , Fig.
8), the cross section maximum above
threshold, which is predominantly due to
compound nucleus decay, is less pr~

. ..
#

II

nounceai than predicteu theoretically.

lhs

mdic-ms that there might be a somewhat

broader distribution of excitaoon energies at the end of the precompound stage of the
reaction than assumed in the calculations
There is also some discrepancy between the results obtained from 208Pb and 207Pb
concemmg the cross sections for the same transitions in both 202Pb and 2WF% (see Figs 8

and 9). In this case, one would expect that the dculated cross section ratios should be
quite accurate because all uncertainties due to peculiarities in the day scheme of the
final nucleus should cancxd. Nevertheless in both cases the 20~b cross sections in the
region of the maxima of the excitation functions are considerably smaller than calculated,
m~urements
On ~~pb
could
whereas this effect is less pronounced in ~O~pb, Addltlcnal
contribute to a better understanding of this effect
In addition to the calculations perfomed wth our “best choice” parameter set Figs. 79 also present a number of calculations with some modified parameter sets in order to
illustrate the sensitivity of calculated cross sections to various model parameters.
The figures illustrate ckriy

the influence of multiple preequilibrium (PE) emission.
Above neutron energies of about 40 MeV mult]ple precompound emission dramatically

neutrons are
the (n,2ny) and (n,3ny) cross sections. As more higknergy
emitted, a larger fraction of the available incident energy is consumed in two or three
neutron emission steps, and correspondingly the cross sections for multi-panicle emission
decrease The measured data also clearly suppon the use of the lgnatyuk level density
model for energies above 30 MeV. As seen from Fig. 8 the use of the Gilbert-Cameron
level density formula reds in an effectl ve reaction threshold much higher than obsetwed
in the experiment for (n,7ny) reactions as in the Gilbert-Cameron model considerably
more energy is needed to produce a (n,xn) reaction with a specific x than in the Ignatyuk
model. Calculations were also performed with a nuclear moment of inertia reduced to
60% of the rigid body value. The standard calculation gives a somewhat better overall
agreement with the experimental data, but we camot exclude the possibility of a reduced
moment of ineflia.
increasti
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